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Post Correspondence Problem

I An undecidable problem that does not directly involve TMs.

I Can be used to prove undecidability of many other problems .

PCP Instances

I An instance of PCP is a set of pairs of strings over some input
alphabet Σ, ex. (w1,x1), (w2,x2), (w3,x3),..., ( wn,xn).

I The answer to any instance of PCP problem is ”yes” iff there
exists a non- empty sequence of indices i1, i2, i1,..., ik , such
that wi1 .wi2 ...wik = xi1 .xi2 ...xik .



PCP Examples

I Let Σ = {0, 1}
I PCP instance has two pairs : (0,01), (100,001).

I This instance does not have a solution.
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I Suppose we had a third pair and the instance becomes :
(0,01), (100,001), (110,10).



PCP Examples

I Let Σ = {0, 1}
I PCP instance has two pairs : (0,01), (100,001).

I This instance does not have a solution.

I 0100100
01001001

I Suppose we had a third pair and the instance becomes :
(0,01), (100,001), (110,10).
Now 1,3 is a solution, both strings are 0110.



Proving PCP is Undecidable

Two step reduction

I Reduce Modified PCP(MPCP) to PCP.

I Reduce HP to MPCP.

MPCP

I Same as PCP, but the solution should start with first pair in
the list.

I Example:
I Consider the list of pairs (0,01), (100,001), (110,10) as an

instance of MPCP. This instance has a solution.
I But an instance with re-ordered pairs (110,10), (0,01),

(100,001) has no solution.



Reducing MPCP to PCP

I Take an instance of MPCP and do the following using new
symbols * and $.

1. For the first string of each pair, add * after each symbol.
2. For the second string of each pair, add * before each symbol.
3. Add pair ($,*$).
4. Make another copy of first pair with *’s and an extra *

prepended to the first string.



Example

MPCP instance
(in order)

(110,10)
(0,01)
(100,001)

PCP instance
(order does not matter)

(1*1*0*,*1*0)
(0*,*0*1)
(1*0*0*,*0*0*1)
($,*$)
(*1*1*0*,*1*0)



Reducing HP to LMPCP

Idea

I Use MPCP to simulate the sequence of configurations that M
executes with input w .

I If q0w#C0#C1#C2 is the sequence of configurations of M on
w, then MPCP string will start from this only.

I Until M reaches an accepting state, string formed by joining
second components of the chosen pairs will be exactly one
configuration ahead of the one formed by joining first
components.

I When M halts on w we can make the two strings equal and
provide a solution of MPCP.



Reducing HP to LMPCP

Construction

I Alphabet of MPCP includes all states and tape symbols of M
and a special symbol #.

I First MPCP pair ( # ,# q0w #).
I Add following pairs to MPCP instance

I ($,$) : To mark the end of string.
I (X,X) : For each tape symbol X of M to let us copy a tape

symbol from one configuration to next.
I For every transition of the form δ(q,X)=(p,Y,R), add a pair

(qX,Yp).



I For every transition of the form δ(q,X)=(p,Y,L), add a pair
(ZqX,pZY).
If X is blank, we can use # to represent it, therefore add two
more pairs, (q#, pY#) for transition δ(q,B)=(p,Y,R), and
(Zq#, pZY#) for transition δ(q,B)=(p,Y,L)

II (XfY,f), (Xf,f), (f##,#), and (fY,f) for final state f and all
tape symbols X and Y.



Reducing HP to LMPCP

Working

Suppose we have reached a state where two strings differ in only
one configuration and otherwise match,
....#
....#ABqCD#
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Working

Suppose we have reached a state where two strings differ in only
one configuration and otherwise match,
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Reducing HP to LMPCP

Working

Suppose we have reached a state where two strings differ in only
one configuration and otherwise match,
....#AB
....#ABqCD#AB
If M moves right on seeing tape symbol C at state q then the
choice of pair is correct, but if it moved left then the choice is
wrong.



Reducing HP to LMPCP

Working

Suppose we have reached a state where two strings differ in only
one configuration and otherwise match,
If M moved right, i.e, there is a transition of the form
δ(q,C)=(p,E,R), then
....#ABqC
....#ABqCD#ABEp



Reducing HP to LMPCP

Working

Suppose we have reached a state where two strings differ in only
one configuration and otherwise match,
....#ABqCD
....#ABqCD#ABEpD



Reducing HP to LMPCP

Working

Suppose we have reached a state where two strings differ in only
one configuration and otherwise match,
....#ABqCD#
....#ABqCD#ABEpD#



If M never halts on w then this MPCP problem has no solution
because the second string is exactly one configuration ahead of
first.
However if M halts and there is appears state f in a configuration
we can use it to make the string empty.
Example, if the two strings are,
....#
....#ABCfDE
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If M never halts on w then this MPCP problem has no solution
because the second string is exactly one configuration ahead of
first.
However if M halts and there is appears state f in a configuration
we can use it to make the string empty.
Example, if the two strings are,
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If M never halts on w then this MPCP problem has no solution
because the second string is exactly one configuration ahead of
first.
However if M halts and there is appears state f in a configuration
we can use it to make the string empty.
Example, if the two strings are,
....#ABCfDE#ABfE#Af#
....#ABCfDE#ABfE#Af#f#



If M never halts on w then this MPCP problem has no solution
because the second string is exactly one configuration ahead of
first.
However if M halts and there is appears state f in a configuration
we can use it to make the string empty.
Example, if the two strings are,
....#ABCfDE#ABfE#Af#f##
....#ABCfDE#ABfE#Af#f##



Reducing HP to LMPCP

We have reduced HP to MPCP.
Thus, MPCP is undecidable!



Ambiguity Problem of CFG

I Using PCP to prove the undecidability of the problem

”Is a given CFG ambiguous ?”



Construction

Reducing PCP instances to CFG instances

I Consider a PCP instance with k pairs, such that i-th pair is
(wi , xi ).

I Assume k index symbols a1, . . . , ak .

I Introduce two non-terminals A and B, that will incorporate
productions for first and second element of a PCP pair, for all
pairs.

I For each PCP pair (wi , xi ), add following productions in the
grammar:
A→ wiAai |wiai , and
B → xiBai |xiai

I And finally the production:
S → A|B



Example

I Consider a PCP instance (a, ab), (baa, aab), (bba, ba).

I using 1, 2, 3 as index symbols for these pairs in order,

A→ aA1|baaA2|bbaA3|a1|baa2|bba3

B → abB1|aabB2|baB3|ab1|aab2|ba3



Reduction of PCP to the Ambiguity Problem

I Given a PCP instance, construct corresponding grammar, with
variables A and B.

I The resulting grammar is ambiguous if and only if there is a
solution to the PCP instance.



Example: Reduction to Ambiguity

A→ aA1|baaA2|bbaA3|a1|baa2|bba3
B → abB1|aabB2|baB3|ab1||aab2|ba3
S → A|B

I There is a solution 1,3.

I Correspondingly, abba31 has two leftmost derivations starting
from A and B.
S ⇒ A⇒ aA1⇒ abba31
S ⇒ B ⇒ abB1⇒ abba31

If a1 a2 a3 ... ak is a solution then w1 ..wk ak ..a1 equals x1 ..xk ak
..a1 and has two derivations one starting from S ⇒ A and other
from S ⇒ B.



Tiling Problem

Given,

I Square tiles divided into coloured triangular quadrants.

I Is it possible to cover a quadrant of the infinite plane such
that colours on adjacent tiles match up.



Tiling Problem

Formally,
T : a finite set of tile types, along with a special corner tile c ∈ T .

t = (n, e, s,w)∀t ∈ T .

Tiling function, f : N× N→ T , such that

f (i , j)e = f (i , j + 1)w
f (i , j)s = f (i + 1, j)n, ∀i , j ≥ 0
f (0, 0) = c



Theorem
The language
{< T , c > : there is a tiling f : N× N→ T with f (0, 0) = c}
is undecidable.

Proof of Undecidability

Reduction from Halting Problem for Turing machine to tiling
problem.



Construction Let M be a turing machine with initial state q0.

Blank symbol represented as B.

Tile set T associated with M with colours from the set:

{+, ∗, ∗∗} ∪ Γ ∪ Γ× 0 ∪ Q × Γ ∪ Q × Γ× 0 ∪ Q × L,R

where Q: state set, Γ: tape alphabet.



Tile Set

For every tape symbol g ∈ Γ, include tiles

For a transition (p, a)→ (q, b,R), include tiles



Tile Set

For a transition (p, a)→ (q, b, L), include tiles

Finally, add the corner tile



Tiling the plane

First row:



Tiling the plane

There is atmost only one possible tile, to be put at the start of the
second row
(q0,B)→ (p, a,R) Second row:



I In order to continue tiling to the third row, one needs to
match (p,B) in the second column, thus having transitions
like,
(p,B)→ (p′, c ,R) or (p,B)→ (p′, c, L).

I One can tile the complete infinite quadrant if and only if M
runs forever when started on a blank tape.

I algorithm for tiling problem → algorithm for deciding if a TM
halts or runs forever, when started on a blank tape.



Thank You


